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Mills, Cheryl D <MillsCD@state.gov>

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject

Tuesday, June 8, 2010 11:11 AM
Fw: 6/08/10 Senior Staff and Deputies Meetings

From: Smith, Daniel B
To: Mills, Cheryl D; Abedin, Huma; Sullivan, Jacob 3
Sent: Tue Jun 08 10:49:22 2010

Subject: 6/08/10 Senior Staff and Deputies Meetings

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED
(Note: These were both very short meetings and covered largely the same ground.)
BUDGET
•

Jack said he would be on the Hill today working the issue of consular fees.

•

Most newspapers are carrying the story today about the OMB memo to all agencies directing them to develop
plans for a five percent cut in their budgets. Underscores the tough fiscal reality we face.
Jack reported he had spoken to Michele Flournoy at DoD last night about a proposal involving Pakistan. He may

•

try to reach out to the Secretary secure to discuss the details.

IRAN

•

Alice provided a run-down on the latest with respect to the Iran Resolution.
The Brazilians and the Turks have asked for an open
Security Council session today or tomorrow to discuss Iran. The Resolution and annex should go "blue"
shortly. The rollout strategy begins today, and the Secretary, D (S) and P may be asked to make some calls to
key Hill figures.

•

Brazilians are trying to raise the TRR issue at the IAEA in Vienna. We don't want this discussion before the SY
Council vote.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS
•

Pi noted there was interest in the report that as many as 12 Americans may have been taken into custody in
Yemen. Trying to confirm this figure and find out more details.
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